Determine R 1 = {ajlt < j < n, Ptaj ~ 0, and (At,aj)+b_ > 0}. Fol]owing theorem 3 we assumed that the columns of A could be so ordered that Am would be an optimal basis and al,...,am_ 1 would span a facet of the cone K generated by all the columns of A.
Following theorem 1 we noted, in essence, that we could re]abel the columns of A m , say aj = ap(~)" for some permutation p, so that (a~ .... ,aj)+b > 0 for 1 ! J < m.
In motivating the algorithm We tacit]y assumed ~at p--cou]d be the identity permutation, i.e., aj = aj (j = 1 .... ,m). However, this may not be possible;
for example, let A = , b = , c = (i 00) ; 0 1 1 then {al,a 2} is the only optima] basis, a I spans a facet of K but a 2 does not, and (al)+b = (-i) ~ 0.
This example is illustrated in figure i. We thus see that steps (a) and (b) may conspire to prevent the algorithm from choosing an optimal basis.
In the present example, for instance, it selects the non-optima] basis {a3,al}. It is always possible to choose ~j = aj in the examples given below, which demonstrate other shortcomings an the proposed algorithm.
Theorem 4 is false.
For examp]e, let (.0..) A = 011 -i , b = , and c = (000 I): 001 1 then {al,a2,a 3} is an optimal basis such that a I and a2 span a facet of K (take u = (00 i) T in the remark following theorem 3), W1 spans the facet {a~xlx > 0, x e ~i} of the subcone {A2xlx > 0, x e ~}, but P1 b = (02  i) has--<a4,Plb> = <(-i -i i)T, (02 i)T> = -i--< 0. Moreover, it is not possible to relabel al,a2,.a~,a4 so that theorem 4 holds for this example: {al,a2,a 3} is the on]y optlmam basis for this problem; neither {al,a 3} nor {a2,a 3} spans a facet of K; and if we interchange a I and a2, then we still have <a4,Plb> =-i < 0.
Theorem 4 was the basis for step (b) of the proposed algorithm; if the conclusion of theorem 4 does not ho]d for the particular problem at hand, then step (b) will prevent the choice of a vector in an optimal basis and will thereby cause the algorithm either to unsuccessful]y herminate or to find a nonoptimal feasib]e basis. the first iteration, step (c) causes the algorithm to choose a 1 rather than a2 as the first basic column; in the second iteration, only a2 yie]ds a feasible basis (see figure  2) , so the algorithm selects the basis {al,a2}, which ~ives x = (i 20) T and z(x) = 3; but {a2,a 3} is the optimal basis with x = (01 i) T and z(x*) = i. For another instance, consider Scolnik's second examp]e (due to Gass) with c 4 changed from 0 to -1/2: during iteration 2, step (c) causes column 4 to be chosen as the second basis vector, but there is no way to complete columns 3 and 4 to a feasible basis, so the algorithm terminates unsuccessfully in the third iteration, despite the fact that columns 3, 6, and 2 still comprise an optimal basis. ( = -3; but <a4,P~b> = <(210)T,~00 i)T> = 0, Xand it happens that {a2,a3,a 4} is the optimal bas~s, glvlng X = (011 i) T and z(x-)= -4.
On Note that the only hypotheses used in the proof of theorem 5 are that A m is a feasible basis and (3) holds.
Successful termination of the a]gorithm guarantees that Am is a feasible basis; aside from this, theorem 5 does not depend on the internal workings of the algorithm.
Theorem 4 is valid for m = 2, since in this case it reduces to theorem 3.
Thus it might appear that Scolnik's proposed algorithm might somehow be modified so that it wou]d solve special LP cases with m = 2. The special cases are those in which the LP 4as an optima] basis, one column of which spans a facet of K = {Axlx ! 0}. If we somehow know a priori that this is the case, then we can permute the columns of A so that, say, a I and a n span the facets K (see figure 3) 
